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Abstract

 a fresh water prawn being a natural breeder available in almost all freshwater bodies of North 

from foraging on natural feed which demands providing them with an alternative source of nutrient. The present study 
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 are the 
genus of freshwater prawns belonging to the family 
Palaeomonidae. These natural breeders are found in 

collection and rearing of 
. They have been 

reported as the native species of Andaman and Nicobar 
et al.

nutritional requirements completely depends upon the 
formulated feed. Thus a complete diet must contain 
all the necessary nutrients in proper proportion for 

They can be cultured along with carps as a polyculture 

of the operational cost of the culture system is expended 

et al.
differential growth that may result in cannibalism which 
can be prevented by providing nutritionally sound diet 
and proper feed management practices. Pellets can be 
prepared in various sizes depending upon the mouth size 
of the organism but size of the pellet plays a major role 
as giving too large pellet to a small organism can result 
in decreased feed intake and can even cause choking. 
Sinking rate of a feed depends upon its bulk density and 

major role as all the organism dwell and feed at different 
layer of the water. Floating feeds are necessary for 

substrate thus they require sinking pellets. Coating of the 
pellets is done to increase its water stability and to reduce 
the rate at which it sinks. Oil coating is often done after 
pelletizing in order to prevent the loss of lipid content due 
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to the heat generated during autoclaving and pelletizing. 

in captive condition even though having lot of scope in 

have initiated to formulate the diet for 
lar and evaluated its physical and chemical properties. 

Materials and Methods

Preparation of feed

the local vendors and were properly milled & sieved. 

also procured fro
into a paste. The ingredients were taken in necessary 

is omnivorous 
the formulation was prepared using both animal and plant 

animal source and minor portion was of plant protein. 

Pelleting started with thorough hand mixing of dry 

and mixed to obtain homogenous dough which was 
autoclaved. After autoclaving vitamin and mineral premix 
was added to the dough and mixed thoroughly. Feed 

The pellets were collected in trays and shade dried to 

stored in air tight pouches. 

Table 1: Composition of ingredients for feed formulation
S.No Ingredients Protein % (In-

gredient)
Dose used 

(%)
Required(g) Protein in 

Feed
Lipid in

Feed

1 Fishmeal 2

2 SHM

3
Squid or Cuttle  

4 GNOC

5 COC 22

6 Rice bran

7 Broken rice

8

9
Vit & Min pre-
mix

- 2   -    -

Total 100 2500 45.385 7.68

Analysis of physical parameters

Water stability test was conducted in triplicates. 

beaker containing tap water and allowed to lose physical 
shape of the pellets after which the pellets were transferred 

the petri plates with the dry sample was taken and water 
stability was calculated based on the difference between 
the weights of the retained pellet against the actual weight 
of the pellet. 
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Sinking rate of the feed was assessed in triplicates. 

a stop watch to note the time taken for the pellet to reach 
the bottom of the beaker. The dried pellets were coated 
with different materials and oil and were used to detect 
changes in sinking rate and water stability. The different 

Figure 1: Feed coated with different coating materials

Proximate composition analysis of formulated 
feed

Proximate composition is the method of quantifying 

composition is an analysis that divides the components 
present in the feed into nutrient and non-nutrient based 
on their chemical properties. It divides and estimates the 

These components were estimated using the method of 

content to crude protein content by multiplying the value 

soluble carbohydrate present in the feed which can be 
determined by difference. The study for each parameter 
was conducted in triplicate and results obtained were 
tested by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the 

Results and Discussion 

. Large pellets are 

leads to accumulation of ammonia in the culture system 
resulting in poor water quality and promoting retarded 

ineffective feeding as the organisms have to spend large 

which may result in loss of nutrients and incomplete 
utilization (Soloman et al

like prawn and shrimps 
of water stability. The average time taken for  feed 

Fig 2: Water stability of the pellets
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The result thus presented in the Table 2 and Fig. 
4 revealed that the formulated feed contained 

formulation of the feed. Fibre content of the feed 

acceptable limit thus it also aids the water stabil-

making the feed quite uneconomical for the 
farmers. This increase in total ash may result in 
reduced digestibility and indicates the presence of 
sand and silica which can be avoided by selecting 
the quality ingredients without contamination. 

 Table 2: Proximate composition of formulated feed
S.No. Parameter Percentage

1. Moisture 
2. Crude Protein 
3. Crude Lipid
4. Total Ash 
5. Crude Fibre
6.

M. lar feed

Outer coating with cod liver oil helps in increasing 
the water stability of the feed as it delays the rate at 
which water molecules enters the intermolecular spaces 

property has been clearly observed in the prepared feed 

in the water stability was observed in the coated feed. 

difference in the duration of stability was not observed 
upon coating but major changes were recorded in the 

leaching rate of the pellets. Among the three different 

liver oil showed the best result with a low leaching rate 

This proves that the loss of nutrients can be minimised 

increased based on the types of coating materials used. 
It was observed that sinking rate was mainly affected 
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combination with cod liver oil can be used to obtain feed 

be used to get feed pellets which are durable in water for 
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